Emergence of Rotavirus G12P[8] in St. Louis During the 2012–2013 Rotavirus Season
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Background. We observed an increase in the number of rotavirus cases in the St. Louis area during the 2012–2013 rotavirus season compared with recent seasons. We aimed to determine whether the rotavirus cases during the 2012–2013 rotavirus season were of types not included in licensed vaccines.

Methods. Microbiology laboratories of 3 children’s hospitals in St. Louis provided samples that were positive using rapid antigen tests from 2010 to 2013. The majority of samples were from St. Louis Children’s Hospital. We determined rotavirus genotypes by polymerase chain reaction tests and further characterized a subset of viruses by genome sequencing and comparative sequence analysis.

Results. Eighty-six percent (24 of 28) of typed viruses analyzed from the 2012–2013 rotavirus season were G12. We performed whole genome sequencing on 8 G12 viruses, all of which were VP4 type P[8]. The sequenced viruses showed differences from vaccine strains in major antigenic epitopes on the VP7 protein, but most epitopes on VP4 were conserved. Rotavirus vaccine histories were available for 11 G12 cases, of whom 10 had not been vaccinated.

Conclusions. G12 was a dominant community-wide genotype in 2013. Most of the G12 cases for whom vaccine histories were available had not received rotavirus vaccine. The experience demonstrates the potential for rapid shifts in rotavirus genotype distribution and underscores the need for vigilant surveillance to detect unusual genotypes that might escape from vaccine protection.
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Before the widespread utilization of rotavirus vaccine, rotavirus infection was a common cause of severe diarrhea in children under 5 years old, estimated to account for 200,000 emergency room visits and 55,000–70,000 hospitalizations each year in the United States [1]. Highly efficacious rotavirus vaccines have led to a dramatic decline in rotavirus disease in the United States [2–5]. However, rotavirus comprises an antigenically diverse group of viruses, causing concern for the emergence of rotavirus types for which infection may not be prevented by rotavirus vaccines that were directed at the types most common in the United States in the prevaccine era [6, 7].

Rotavirus typing is based on the 2 outer capsid proteins—the attachment protein VP4 (the P type) and the glycoprotein VP7 (the G type)—which contain epitopes that are important for eliciting immunity [8]. Ten G genotypes and 8 P genotypes have been detected in humans. Two rotavirus vaccines are currently licensed for use in the United States. RotaTeq® (RV5) (Merck & Co., Inc, Whitehouse Station, NJ) consists of a mixture of 5 bovine reassortant viruses that contain VP7 and VP4 genes from human G1, G2, G3, and G4 and P[8] viruses. Rotarix® (RV1) (GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, King of Prussia, PA) consists of an attenuated virus derived from a human G1P[8] strain. The two vaccines offer comparable protection against commonly circulating rotavirus serotypes G1-4 [2–6, 9]. Types G9 and G12 rotaviruses, neither of which is represented in currently licensed vaccines, are less common types that have emerged and spread worldwide, beginning prior to vaccination [10, 11]. G12 has recently become prevalent in a number of countries in the developing world [12–15]. It has been unusual in the United States [16] with the exception of an outbreak in Rochester, New York in 2006 [16, 17] and a small set of
adult samples from Chicago in 2010 [18]. The New Vaccine Surveillance Network surveyed 7 sites in the United States during the 2009–2010 and 2010–2011 seasons, and G12 viruses accounted for approximately 10% of the typed rotaviruses [5].

The Microbiology Laboratory at St. Louis Children’s Hospital (SLCH) tests specimens from a large area around St. Louis. After the reintroduction of a rotavirus vaccine in 2006, the number of laboratory-confirmed rotavirus cases decreased through the 2009–2010 rotavirus season (December through May in St. Louis), but increased in the 2010–2011 and 2012–2013 seasons (Figure 1). Because of concern that the rotavirus resurgence might represent emergence of a strain not included in the vaccine, we genotyped available rotaviruses in samples from 2010 to 2013 and document the emergence of G12 rotavirus in St. Louis.

METHODS

Rotavirus testing was performed using the Xpect® Rotavirus rapid antigen test (Remel, Lenexa, KS) on stool samples submitted for rotavirus testing to the Microbiology Laboratory at SLCH. Some samples from the other 2 children’s hospitals in the St. Louis area (Cardinal Glennon Children’s Medical Center and Mercy Children’s Hospital) were also tested. The samples that were typed were a convenience sample based on availability of residual sample material after clinical testing. No selection criteria were applied, and all of the samples available were typed. VP7 genotyping was carried out using reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing [19]. A limited number of samples from 2012 to 2013 that contained high levels of virus as determined by PCR were selected for whole genome sequencing. Methods are fully described in Supplemental Material S1 (see online for Supplementary Material). This work was carried out under protocols approved by the Washington University Human Research Protection Office.

RESULTS

The numbers and the percentages of samples positive for rotavirus in the laboratory at St. Louis Children’s Hospital are shown in Figure 1 for the rotavirus seasons from 2005 through 2013 (also see Supplementary Materials Table 1). We attempted VP7 genotyping on 77 available rotavirus-positive samples from 2010 to 2013, of which 68 were from St. Louis Children’s Hospital (SLCH), 5 were from Cardinal Glennon Children’s Medical Center (CGCMC), and 4 were from Mercy Children’s Hospital (MCH). All of the samples from CGCMC and MCH were from the 2012 to 2013 rotavirus season. Eight of the SLCH samples could not be typed due to failure of PCR amplification, resulting in availability of typing results for 69 of the 77 available samples (Figure 2A and Supplementary Materials Table 2). G12 accounted for 24 (86%) of 28 typed samples from the 2012–2013 rotavirus season (95% confidence intervals 68%–95%), including 8 of the 9 samples from CGCMC and MCH. In contrast, genotypes detected in the 38 samples from the 2010–2011 winter–spring period were more varied: 15
(39%) were G2, 16 (42%) were G3, 6 (15%) were G12, and 1 was G1. The only sample available from the 2011–2012 rotavirus season was G3, and 2 samples collected in 2011 outside the rotavirus season were G1. The samples that were typed included 38 (60%) of the 63 rotavirus-positive samples tested by the SLCH laboratory during the 2010–2011 season, 16% (1 of 6) from the 2011–2012 season, 34% (19 of 56) from the 2012–2013 season, and 2 of 2 out-of-season samples (Figure 1 and Supplementary Materials Table 2).

G12-positive stool samples from the 2012–2013 season were submitted for testing between January 12 and May 1, 2013. The median patient age was 3.5 years (range 3 weeks–10 years). Patients with G12 resided throughout the hospital catchment area (Figure 2B). There were no recognized clusters of cases in households or geographic regions to suggest common exposures. Vaccine histories were obtained from 13 (57%) of the 23 subjects whose samples were tested at SLCH during the 2012-13 rotavirus season, 19 of which were successfully genotyped (Supplementary Materials Table 3). Of the 16 with G12, vaccine histories were available from 11, of whom 10 had not received rotavirus vaccine. The single vaccinated child with G12 was 21 months old at the time of illness. The unvaccinated children with G12 had a range of ages at the time of illness: 2 were ≤1 month of age and 4 were born in 2006 or before; the other ages were 18, 33, 49, and 73 months. Vaccine histories were not available from the 3 cases who had genotypes other than G12. Of the 4 subjects with undetermined rotavirus genotype, vaccine histories were available from 2, 1 of whom had not received rotavirus vaccine and 1 of whom had received 1 dose. Rotavirus vaccine uptake for Missouri children 19–35 months of age during 2012 was estimated at 69.3% by the National Immunization Survey [20]. RV5 was estimated to account for 57% and RV1 for 43% of rotavirus vaccine use in Missouri during 2012. In the Missouri counties included in the St. Louis metropolitan area, RV5 was estimated to account for 75% and RV1 for 25% of vaccine usage (data provided by the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services) (Supplementary Materials Table 4).

We performed whole genome shotgun sequencing on 8 G12 rotavirus-positive samples from 2012 to 2013. The sequences were used to type each gene, and each virus was determined to be P[8] and had a genotype constellation of I1-R1-C1-M1-A1-N1-T1-E1-H1, consistent with the Wa-like genogroup 1 [21]. Of the 6 G12P[8] viruses with nucleotide sequence coverage of at least 900 bases of the VP7 gene (Supplementary Materials Table 5), sequences from 3 samples (RVAA-3, -8, and -9) were 100% identical in the VP7 open reading frame. RVAA-6 was the most divergent from other St. Louis strains, with 96% nucleotide sequence identity. Phylogenetic trees based on VP7 showed that all of the G12 sequences were closely related to sequences from viruses detected in Rochester, New York in 2006–2007 [17] and Memphis, Tennessee in 2008 [22] or Sri Lanka in 2005 [23] (Supplementary Materials Figure 1). VP4 genes from the St. Louis strains were 99% identical to each other, except for RVAA-10, which was 97% identical.

Comparison of G12 sequences corresponding to epitopes that are important in the immune response from St. Louis strains to sequences in RV5 and RV1 vaccine
strains revealed multiple predicted amino acid differences within 3 well-characterized VP7 epitopes [24, 25]: 7-1a, 7-1b, and 7-2 (Figure 3A and B, Supplementary Material Table 6). The St. Louis G12 viruses also differed in 7 VP7 amino acids that were not within the critical epitopes but might be important to the immune response because of the proximity of 6 of them to epitopes (Figure 3C, Supplementary Material Table 6).

Examination of the VP4 genes from the St. Louis viruses showed 90–93% identity to the P[8] VP4 genes from the vaccine strains. Phylogenetic trees showed that most of the VP4 genes from St. Louis were closely related to the Rochester, New York strains from 2006–2007 [17] and Memphis, Tennessee from 2008 (Supplementary Material Figure 2). We also examined changes in VP4 neutralization epitopes [22, 26–28]. The VP4 protein is cleaved by cellular proteases into two proteins, VP5* and VP8*. The St. Louis viruses matched the vaccine strains in epitopes 8-2, 8-4, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 (Supplementary Material Table 6). However, the St. Louis strains differed from both vaccines in VP5* epitope 5-1 (Supplementary Material Table 6) and in VP8* epitopes 8-1 and 8-3 (in 1 virus) (Figure 3D and E and Supplementary Material Table 6). Furthermore, there were 11 additional differences shared among St. Louis strains at amino acid positions not associated directly with characterized epitopes (Figure 3F and G and Supplementary Material Table 6).

**DISCUSSION**

Rotavirus group A type G12, a globally emerging type [29] that has been unusual in the United States, accounted for most of the cases of rotavirus detected in children in the St. Louis metropolitan area during the 2012–2013 rotavirus season. To our knowledge, previous rotavirus serotype data from St. Louis is lacking, except for our finding that G12 accounted for 15% (6 of 38) of rotavirus-positive samples that were typed from the 2010–2011 rotavirus season. There were very few rotavirus-positive samples during the 2011–2012 season (Figure 1).

G12 rotaviruses were first reported in the United States in 1999 [30]. A survey of rotavirus serotypes in the United States from the years 1996–2005, prior to the introduction of current rotavirus vaccines, revealed only 1 G12 virus [31]. Surveys of samples collected after 2005 show G12 accounting for 2–11% of circulating rotaviruses [22, 32, 33], with the following 2 exceptions that we are aware of. First, G12 was predominant in Rochester, New York during the 2006–2007 rotavirus season, accounting for 69% of rotavirus-positive stool samples.

---

**Figure 3.** Amino acid changes in key epitopes of rotavirus VP7 and VP4. Amino acid changes mapped to the surface of VP7 (A–C) and VP4 (VP8*) (D–G). Panel A shows the epitopes 7-1a (blue), 7-1b (green), and 7-2 (purple) on a VP7 trimer (protein model PDB 3FMG). In panel B, amino acids within the epitopes that are different in serotype G12 viruses compared with vaccine strains are indicated in red. In panel C, additional amino acids that differed between the serotype G12 and vaccine strains but are not part of the epitopes are indicated in orange. Panel D shows the epitopes 8-1 (blue), 8-2 (green), 8-3 (purple) associated with VP8* (protein model PDB 1KQR). In Panel E, amino acids within the epitopes that are different in G12 viruses compared with vaccine strains are indicated in red. In Panel F, additional amino acids that differed between the G12 and vaccine strains but are not part of the epitopes are indicated in orange. In panel G, the VP8* protein is rotated to show epitope 8.4 (cyan) on the other side of the molecule. An amino acid in serotype G12 that differs from the vaccine strain is indicated in orange.
that were typed during that season, which was the rotavirus season during which RV5 was licensed [16, 17]. No G12-positive samples were detected in the preceding or the following rotavirus season. Second, G12 was also found to account for 53% of a small group of rotavirus-positive stool samples from adults in Chicago in 2010 [18].

The emergence or reemergence of G12P[8] rotavirus could be the result of vaccine pressure exerted on rotavirus types that are more similar to those in currently licensed vaccines or could represent genotype fluctuation occurring independently of the vaccine. Our study does not address which of these mechanisms was responsible. However, a recent study estimated that RV5 provides 83% protection against G12 [8]. Data were insufficient to allow a similar calculation for RV1 [5]. Antigenic overlap involving conserved epitopes of VP4 (P[8]) as well as epitopes on other proteins most likely accounts for the heterotypic protection against type G12.

This study has several limitations. The study was not a prospective study. Rather, we initiated the study when we observed an increase in rotavirus-positive stool samples during the 2012–2013 rotavirus season. Thus, genotyping of samples from before the early part of 2013 and all previous years was limited to the samples that were available in the clinical laboratory freezers. Because this was a convenience sample, biases may have been inadvertently introduced. Although we have no reason to suspect changes in the population being tested or the criteria used to send a specimen for rotavirus testing, we cannot exclude these possibilities. Additionally, because of the retrospective nature of the study, we were only able to obtain vaccine histories from a subset of patients. Nevertheless, the findings that (1) G12 accounted for 86% of the samples from the 2012–2013 rotavirus season that were typed; (2) 57% of the subjects from that season had vaccine histories available, with no obvious biases in the subset; and (3) 90% of the individuals with G12 and known vaccine status were unvaccinated, lead us to suspect that G12 was truly the dominant rotavirus genotype in the St. Louis area during the 2012–2013 winter–spring period and that most of the individuals with G12 had not been vaccinated.

Although there is no evidence that the G12-dominant season we report resulted from vaccine escape, the experience may have important long-term implications for rotavirus vaccine. The G12 viruses we sequenced and other G12 viruses differ from the licensed vaccine strains at multiple amino acids within important VP7 epitopes (Figure 3 and [6, 34–36]). Thus, G12 could provide a genomic platform from which recombination and/or mutation could give rise to a true escape virus. Vigilant virologic surveillance at many sites throughout the country is essential for maintaining the dramatic public health benefits that have been brought about by rotavirus vaccination.
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